


● What is Rust?
● What is production?
● Case Studies



Rust is a systems 
programming language 
that focuses on safety, 
speed, and 
concurrency.



Systems programming: 
“when the details matter"



Details
● Memory management
● Memory layout
● Performance
● Determinism
http://is.gd/uV8KjU
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Systems programming: 
embedding in other langs



Safety



At compile time, no:
● Segfaults
● Dangling pointers
● Iterator invalidation
http://is.gd/FtLhW8 http://is.gd/uWSOUI 
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Speed



http://benchmarksgame.alioth.debian.org/u64q/which-
programs-are-fastest.html
http://benchmarksgame.alioth.debian.org/u64q/rust.html
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Rust should be 
roughly the same 
speed as C or C++



Concurrency



“Shared mutable 
state is the root of 
all evil”



“Shared mutable 
state is the root of 
all evil”



“Shared mutable 
state is the root of 
all evil”



“(Shared AND 
mutable) state is 
the root of all evil”



Rust will let you freely share 
immutable state, and won’t let you 
share mutable state.

Unless you use a concurrency 
primitive that provides safety.



Tension: low-level 
street cred vs ease of 
use, eg “I don’t use C 
for a reason”





“Production”



“Is it production ready” is 
a contextual question.









V1: 750kloc C++
V2: 75kloc C++
V3: 7.5kloc Rust





“We’re already 
farther along, even 
after a rewrite”







“Stability has been very good; in the last 6 months, 
we've had no issues with the stability of the rust 
compiler, the output binaries, or the rust stdlib.”

“Long story short, we have a short list of minor 
grievances with rust, and a very short list of major 
ones (build times!), but in general it has worked out 
very, very well. We're seriously investigating writing 
more rust for choice pieces of our infrastructure at 
Dropbox.”



Stability without 
stagnation
(and a shout-out to crater)





= +



“We ship Rust code to $REDACTED customers’ 
servers, and have done so for a few years. There 
have been two crashes total in those two years.”

“The employee who wrote the original Rust code 
has left, but we haven’t found it tough to maintain, 
even for new employees with less Rust expertise. 
All the bug fixes have been done by a primarily 
JavaScript & Ruby developer.”









“There is no real-world 
web page that we don’t 
render at hundreds of 
frames per second.”





The Firefox you use 
today has Rust inside.

(on OS X and Linux, Windows in a few 
releases)




